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The UK’s decision to leave the European Union (EU) has left the 
country facing a period of considerable uncertainty in many 
areas, including commercial aviation. While some concerns 
have been raised about possible worst-case scenarios, the 
reality is that airlines and airports have no clear idea of what 
the situation will be just 18 months from now. The impact on 
traffic levels of withdrawal from the EU may be unclear, but 
becoming a member of the EU, and thus embracing a fully 
liberalised air transport environment, has clearly benefited 
passengers travelling to, from and within those countries. 

Since the turn of the millennium, the EU has welcomed 13 new 
members, of which 11 are in what is often called Central or 
Eastern Europe (CEE). Many of these countries had historic links 
with Russia. Eight of these nations (The Czech Republic, Estonia, 
Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovakia and Slovenia) 
joined on 1 May 2004, followed by Bulgaria and Romania in 
January 2007, and Croatia in July 2013. Incidentally, the other 
two members to join since 2000 were Cyprus and Malta, who 
both joined in May 2004.  

Most of the new CEE member countries to the EU are 
dominated by a single major airport serving the capital. Looking 
at passenger traffic data for these major airports since 2002 
shows that the top four airports among these capitals have 
remained the same (Bucharest, Budapest, Prague and Warsaw) 
with the ranking remaining the same in 2016 as in 2002, though 
Budapest and Warsaw WAW have swopped places a couple of 
times. Budapest’s performance is notable as it lost its home flag
-carrier, Malev, in February 2012. Each of the top four has seen 
impressive growth in the last two years. Between 2014 and 
2016, Prague has seen traffic grow by 17%, Warsaw WAW by 
21%, Budapest by 25% and Bucharest by 32%. Among the less 
busy airports, Sofia was up 31% in the same two-year period, 
Bratislava 30% and Vilnius 29%. Not doing quite so well were 
Zagreb (+14%), Riga (+12%), Tallinn (+10%) and Ljubljana (+7%).  

Bucharest had a “low-cost” airport, Warsaw now has one 

The figures in the graph are for Bucharest OTP, the main airport 
serving the Romanian capital. However, from 2004 to early 
2012 another airport, Bucharest BBU, welcomed a significant 
number of flights operated primarily by LCCs. From handling 
just over 100,00 passengers in 2004, Bucharest BBU catered for 
almost one million passengers in 2007. Between 2008 and 2011 

the airport welcomed between 1.8 and 2.4 million passengers. 
All services from Bucharest BBU were transferred to Bucharest 
OTP from the start of the S12 season. 

In Warsaw, there was just one main airport until the opening of 
Warsaw Modlin (WMI) in July 2012. After some initial issues 
with the runway and landing aids, the airport has handled 
between two and three million passengers in both 2015 and 
2016 and is a major base for Ryanair. After Wizz Air initially 
chose to relocate its existing Warsaw WAW flights to Warsaw 
WMI, it transferred them back to WAW after Ryanair chose to 
operate a very similar network when it arrived at WMI in 
October 2014. 

Opportunities in Ljubljana? 

Among the six airports that handled fewer than 1.5 million 
passengers in 2002 Sofia is now the biggest, with almost five 
million passengers in 2016, followed by Vilnius (3.8 million), 
Zagreb (2.8 million) and Tallinn (2.2 million). Bratislava (1.8 
million) and Ljubljana (1.4 million) are currently both still 

handling fewer than two million passengers. The Slovakian 
capital saw traffic peak in 2008 at 2.2 million. This was when 
locally-based SkyEurope was still operating. The unprofitable 
LCC finally ceased flying in September 2009. Since then Ryanair 
and Travel Service Slovakia have become the main operators at 
the airport.  

Slovenia’s capital city airport also saw traffic peak in 2008 at 
just under 1.7 million passengers. It was the only one of our 11 
airports to see a traffic decline in 2016 with demand falling by 
2%. The airport is still dominated by Adria Airways with LCCs 
having a surprisingly small presence. easyJet serves London 
LGW and London STN while Wizz Air offers flights to London 
LTN and Brussels CRL. Ryanair, Eurowings and Norwegian are all 
conspicuous by their absence from Ljubljana. 

Riga rules for relative growth 

If instead of looking at absolute traffic we consider relative 
traffic growth, a rather different picture emerges. Using 2002 as 
our base year, two airports, Bratislava and Riga, managed to 
generate a six-fold increase in traffic by 2008. However, while 
that was a peak for the Slovakian airport, Latvia’s busiest 
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Welcome 

This is The ANKER Report - a new, free, 
fortnightly newsletter that takes a 
detailed look at the European aviation 
scene. I will be looking at airline 
network developments across the 
region, traffic trends at airports and 
countries, competition, air fares and 
whatever else I am curious about. 

With over 30 years experience in 
aviation, including airlines, academia, 
journalism and consultancy, my aim is 
to produce content that you won’t find 
anywhere else in a clear and concise 
manner. 

If you have any feedback, do drop me a 
line at ralph@anker-report.com. For 
those of you attending World Routes in 
Barcelona next week, I may see you 
there! 

Ralph Anker 
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Among European countries for traffic to/from the US, 
Spain ranks behind the UK, Germany, France and the 
Netherlands, and is in a close battle for fifth place with 
Italy and Ireland. With just over three million passengers in 
2016 the US market currently ranks 11th among interna-
tional markets from Spain behind the UK, Germany, Italy, 
France, Netherlands, Switzerland, Belgium, Ireland, 
Portugal and Sweden and just ahead of Denmark and 
Norway. 

Traffic doubled in seven years 

Passenger numbers between the two countries doubled 
between 2004 and 2011 from just under 1.5 million to just 
under three million. After a slump in demand in 2012 and 
2013, growth has resumed with the market seeing 8% 
growth in 2015 and 2016. In the first eight months of 2017 
passenger numbers are up 9.5% suggesting that over 3.6 
million passengers are likely to travel between Spain and 
the US in 2017. 

The market is becoming something of a low-cost, long-haul 
battleground. Norwegian entered the market in June with 
twice-weekly flights to Los Angeles, Newark and Oakland. 
However, those six flights represent just 3% of the total 
weekly flights currently being offered between Spain and 
the US. A fourth route by Norwegian from Barcelona to 
Fort Lauderdale in Florida began on 22 August. IAG’s LEVEL 
brand (which is currently using A330s operated by Iberia 
crew) began twice-weekly flights from Barcelona to Los 
Angeles on 1 June, followed by three times weekly flights 
to Oakland a day later. While most of these new routes 
launched in June, traffic growth on US routes from Spain 
was 11% in June, 8% in July and 13% in August, compared 
with 10% in May, before the new services launched. 

Seven carriers offering over 200 flights per week 

As of the beginning of August there were seven airlines 
operating non-stop between Spain and the US offering a 
total of 32 services. American Airlines leads the way with 
10 routes followed by Delta Air Lines and Iberia with five 
each, United Airlines with four, Air Europa and Norwegian 
both with three, and finally LEVEL with two (though these 
are actually operated by Iberia). From Madrid, passengers 
can reach 11 US airports while from Barcelona there are 
non-stop flights to 10 US destinations. Delta also offers a 
daily service between Malaga and New York JFK in 
summer. Of the 211 weekly flights between Spain and the 
US this summer, American leads the way with 70, followed 
by Iberia 50, Delta 35, United 28, Air Europa 17, Norwegian 
six and LEVEL five. 

Competition on seven routes 

Several routes give passengers a choice of airline: 

• Madrid to New York JFK: Air Europa, American 
Airlines, Delta Air Lines and Iberia all offering daily 
flights 

• Madrid to Miami: Air Europa, American and Iberia 

• Madrid to Boston: Air Europa and Iberia 

• Barcelona to Newark: Norwegian and United 

• Barcelona to New York JFK: American and Delta 

• Barcelona to Los Angeles: LEVEL and Norwegian 

• Barcelona to Oakland: LEVEL and Norwegian 

While Atlanta, Charlotte, Chicago ORD, Los Angeles, 
Miami, New York JFK, Newark, Philadelphia and Washing-
ton IAD are served non-stop from both main Spanish 
airports, Boston and Dallas/Fort Worth are only served 
from Madrid, while Oakland is only served from Barcelona. 

Since the slump in traffic recorded in the summer of 2013, 
apart from Norwegian and LEVEL entering the market, Air 
Europa started services to Boston (June 2017) and Miami 
(May 2014) from Madrid, American launched its Barcelona 
flights from Charlotte (May 2014 when it was still US 
Airways) and Chicago (May 2017), while United Airlines 
launched service from Washington IAD to both Barcelona 
(May 2016) and Madrid (June 2014). 

Top unserved destinations revealed 

Looking across all European airports and their services to 
US destinations, the top cities not currently served from 
Spain with non-stop flights are: San Francisco (though 
nearby Oakland is served), Orlando, Houston, Detroit, 
Seattle and Minneapolis-St. Paul. Other US cities without 
direct links to Spain include Baltimore, Denver, Las Vegas,  
Portland, Salt Lake City and Tampa. Whether Norwegian or 
LEVEL will venture into one of these untapped markets 
remains to be seen. 

Norwegian and LEVEL impact on Spain-US market assessed 
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France: Positive traffic development across all of the top 
12 French airports apart from Beauvais. Toulouse and 
Lille reported close to 20% growth in July. LCCs easyJet, 
Ryanair and Volotea are driving the growth. Fellow LCCs 
Transavia and Vueling showed no significant year on 
year growth. Air France and its subsidiaries HOP! and 

Transavia all grew below the average across all airlines. 
Greece: Traffic up almost 9% across all airports, though 
the two biggest carriers registered capacity reductions. 
Biggest percentage growth coming from leisure carriers 
such as Condor, Ellinair, Jet2.com and Travel Service. 
Croatia: Double-digit growth across all of the country’s 

biggest airports. Passenger numbers up almost 19% in 
August. Croatia Airlines only grew capacity by just under 
3%. Biggest capacity gains reported by Eurowings/
germanwings and easyJet. UK LCCs Jet2.com and 
Monarch also contributing to impressive growth, while 
SAS grew capacity in August by almost 50%. 
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Located some 110 kilometres south-west of Munich, 
Memmingen Airport celebrated 10 years of commercial 
operations at the end of June. Ryanair first started 
operating there in April 2009 from Girona, with London 
STN and Dublin services starting shortly after on 1 May. 
Since then the Irish ULCC has offered flights to a total of 28 
destinations across Europe and North Africa of which 13 
were flown during S17. From 5 September Ryanair has 
based a single 737-800 at the airport, enabling it to launch 
five completely new routes (to Fez, Oradea, Seville, 
Thessaloniki and Warsaw WMI) and resume service to 
Stockholm NYO. This brings to 19 the number of destina-
tions served by Ryanair from Memmingen with only three 
of these (Alghero, Chania and Girona) being seasonal 
summer-only routes. The airline’s network can be 
summarised by country: 

• Bulgaria: Sofia 

• Greece: Chania (summer only), Thessaloniki 

• Ireland: Dublin 

• Italy: Alghero (summer only), Palermo 

• Morocco: Fez 

• Poland: Warsaw WMI 

• Portugal: Faro, Porto 

• Romania: Oradea 

• Spain: Alicante, Girona (summer only), Malaga, Palma 
de Mallorca, Seville, Tenerife TFS 

• Sweden: Stockholm NYO 

• UK: London STN 

The longest sector currently operated, which is significant-
ly longer than 2,000 kilometres, is the 3,200-kilometre 
service to Tenerife TFS, while the shortest sectors are to 
Alghero and London STN, both of which clock in at just 
over 830 kilometres.  

The 14 routes that have been tried and found wanting in 
the past are; Bremen, Brussels CRL, Budapest, Edinburgh, 
Manchester, Marrakech, Oslo RYG, Paphos, Pisa, Reus, 
Rome CIA, Shannon, Trapani and Valencia. Of these the 
most recent to face the network planning axe was 
Shannon which was served in S14, S15 and S16 but not this 
summer. The only domestic route tried was to Bremen, 
which was operated between October 2009 and March 
2011.  

Wizz Air competes on Sofia route 

Since Ryanair arrived at the airport, annual passenger 
figures have been between 750,000 and one million. The 
other major carrier currently serving the airport is Wizz Air, 
which serves over a dozen destinations in Central and 
Eastern Europe. The only route on which the two ULCCs 
compete is Sofia. While Ryanair typically has around 38 
weekly departures from the airport this winter, Wizz Air 
has around 30. The only other scheduled carrier serving 
Memmingen at present is Aeroflot’s in-house LCC Pobeda, 
which flies four times weekly to Moscow Vnukovo. 

Ryanair now also serving Munich 

In an interesting move, Ryanair recently announced that it 
would soon start serving Munich for the first time, with 
twice-daily flights from Dublin set to commence at the end 
of October. It seems unlikely given the way Ryanair 
operates that this will remain the carrier’s only route at 
the airport for long. 

Memmingen becomes Ryanair’s 10th German base with it 
already stationing aircraft and crews at Berlin SXF, Bremen, 
Cologne Bonn, Frankfurt, Hahn, Hamburg, Karlsruhe/
Baden-Baden, Nuremberg and Weeze. Of these, Berlin is 
by far the biggest with twice as many flights in 2017 as 
second-ranked Cologne Bonn. Apart from these 10 bases 
Ryanair also operates flights from Dortmund, Leipzig and 
Stuttgart. 

While Ryanair’s top four German bases have seen little 
significant change since last October across all German 
airports the number of flights has increased by 23%, or 
almost 1,000 monthly departures. Half of these are from 
the airline’s new Frankfurt base, almost 300 relate to 
major growth in Hamburg and a further 200 from growth 
in Nuremberg. 

Ryanair opens 10th German base in Memmingen 
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Italy: Passenger numbers were up almost 8% in July 
across all Italian airports despite the country’s busiest, 
Rome FCO, seeing an almost 3% drop. This is the fifth 
month out of seven that Italy’s biggest airport has seen 
traffic fall compared to 2016. The five fastest-growing 
airlines are all LCCs with Blue Air leading the way. 

Sweden: Spookily, the top three airports all grew at 
exactly the same rate in August, 9.0%. Scheduled seat 
capacity was up 10.5% according to FlightGlobal 
schedules data, with Finnair, Norwegian and SAS all 
registering double-digit growth, which was better than 
that achieved by Wizz Air (+10%) and Ryanair (+2%). 

Portugal: Passenger numbers were up over 15% at 
Portugal’s five busiest airports in July, with Ponta 
Delgada leading the way (+28%). Growth was healthy 
across nearly all of the biggest airlines serving Portugal 
with special mention going to the UK’s Jet2.com which 
grew capacity by over 36%. 
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Iceland’s second biggest carrier, WOW air, recently 
announced plans to start service to five additional US 
destinations next summer from its Reykjavik KEF base. 
WOW air began US flights in 2015 to Boston (March) and 
Baltimore/Washington (May). In 2016, it added Los 
Angeles (June), San Francisco (June) and Newark 
(November) before bringing its US route count to eight 
this summer with the launch of Miami (April), Pittsburgh 
(June) and Chicago ORD (July). In addition, the airline has 
also been serving Montreal and Toronto  YYZ in Canada 
since May 2016. 

Starting next April, the carrier will add Detroit to its US 
network followed in May by Cleveland, Cincinnati, 
Dallas/Fort Worth and St. Louis. All of these new services 
are set to be launched with four weekly flights using the 
LCC’s 200/220-seat A321s, except for the Texan hub 
which will be served three times weekly with A330s. 

Dallas/Fort Worth and Detroit are both currently fairly 
well served from Europe, but of the other three US cities 
selected only Cincinnati has a direct service to Europe 
(Paris CDG). Cleveland’s last direct European link was 
with Continental to London Gatwick in September 2009. 
The wait has been even longer for St. Louis, with its last 
European connection being operated by American 
Airlines, also to London Gatwick, back in October 2003. 

Looking at which carriers operate non-stop flights from 
most US airports to destinations in Europe, reveals that 
this summer British Airways led the way with 25 airports, 
an increase of three versus last summer, having added 
Fort Lauderdale (from Gatwick), New Orleans (from 

Heathrow) and Oakland (from Gatwick). Lufthansa is 
second with 19 US airports followed by Delta Air Lines 
with 13. Only two US airlines  - American and Delta 
(highlighted in red) - make the top 14. If it continues to 

add new US routes at the current rate, WOW air may 
soon be rivalling Lufthansa and British Airways for US 
destinations served. Not bad for an airline that was only 
launched as recently as May 2012.  

WOW air puts Cleveland and St. Louis back on the transatlantic map 
as US network grows to 13 cities in S18 

Qatar Airways drops 19 routes due to diplomatic crisis but still  
adding new destinations in Europe and Asia 

The political decision by various Middle Eastern and 
North African countries to cut off diplomatic relations 

with Qatar in early June resulted in the country’s highly-
rated global carrier, Qatar Airways, suspending flights to 

19 destinations in five countries (weekly flights operated 
before the crisis shown in brackets): 

• Bahrain: Bahrain (49) 

• Egypt: Alexandria (10), Cairo (16), Luxor (7) 

• Eritrea: Asmara (7) 

• Saudi Arabia: Abha (14), Dammam (28), Gassim 
(14), Hofuf (4), Jeddah (14), Medinah (14), Riyadh 
(14), Ta’if (14), Yanbu (4) 

• UAE: Abu Dhabi (42), Dubai DWC (28), Dubai DXB 

(105), Ras Al Khaimah (4), Sharjah (14) 

As a result, the number of destinations served non-stop 
from Doha by the airline fell from 147 in W16/17 to 134 
in S17. However, Qatar Airways was still starting new 
routes to Dublin (June), Nice and Skopje (both in July) 
and Sohar in Oman (in August), while upgrading Tbilisi in 
Georgia from a one-stop service (via Baku in Azerbaijan) 
to a non-stop service. 

Since the launch of flights to Sohar the oneworld carrier 
has also added non-stop service to Prague (21 August) 
and Kiev KBP (28 August). Adana in Turkey gets a three 
times weekly service from 6 November, followed in early 
December by Chiang Mai in Thailand becoming the 
airline’s next destination in Asia. The first day of 2018 
will also see Hanoi served non-stop for the first time 
having been served via Bangkok BKK since November 
2010. Finally, Cardiff in Wales will get daily 787-8 service 
starting on 1 May. 

Aalborg and Pardubice latest airports to receive Ryanair flights 
Ryanair has added two new airports to its network. On 5 
September the carrier began three times weekly flights 
from its biggest base at London STN to Aalborg in 
Denmark and Pardubice in the Czech Republic. Ryanair 
already flies to three other airports in Denmark (Aarhus, 
Billund and Copenhagen) and also to three other cities in 
the Czech Republic (Brno, Ostrava and Prague).  

With these two new routes Ryanair will be serving 125 
destinations from STN this winter according to 
FlightGlobal schedules data. Last winter it served 116 
destinations from the London airport. Apart from 

Aalborg and Pardubice, Ryanair now also operates in 
winter to Cagliari, Copenhagen, Frankfurt, Naples, Nice 
and Oradea as well Ponta Delgada and Oslo TRF. 

Aalborg is Denmark’s third busiest airport (after 
Copenhagen and Billund) handling 1.5 million passengers 
in 2016. Located in the north of the country, the London 
market is already served by Norwegian with flights to 
London LGW. Apart from Ryanair and Norwegian other 
carriers present at the airport include British Airways 
(through its partner SUN-AIR), KLM, leisure airline 
Primera Air and SAS.  

Pardubice is located some 100 kilometres east of Prague 
and 150 kilometres north-west of Brno, roughly in the 
centre of the country. This summer the airport has 
welcomed Travel Service/SmartWings flights to Bourgas, 
Podgorica and Rhodes (using a mix of A320s and 737-
800s) as well as additional flights to Bourgas with 
Bulgaria Air using an E190.  

A new terminal, with a planned capacity of 250,000 
annual passengers, is scheduled for completion in mid-
November.  
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In 2016 airberlin (including its part-owned, Vienna-based 
subsidiary NIKI) carried 28.9 million passengers (down 
4.4% compared with 2015) at an average load factor of 
just over 84%. In the first seven months of 2017 almost 
13.8 million passengers flew with airberlin/NIKI, 
compared with almost 16.5 million in the corresponding 
period of 2016. That equates to a reduction of some 16% 
as the airline has been busy restructuring. Specifically, in 
July the airline transported 2.44 million passengers, a 
reduction of 24% on the 3.22 million carried in July 2016. 
However, since the airline filed for insolvency on 15 
August, its future has become increasingly uncertain, 
though a decision is expected before the end of 
September, with multiple interested parties. 

According to FlightGlobal schedules data, airberlin’s 
share of German airport seat capacity in 2016 was 
around 11.6%, down from 14% in 2011 and 2012. Its two 
busiest airports this summer, as measured by seat 
capacity, are Berlin TXL and Düsseldorf. Compared with 
July 2016 airberlin actually grew its seat capacity in 
Berlin by almost 8% while cutting capacity at Düsseldorf 
by a similar amount. Of the airline’s top 12 busiest 
airports, eight are in Germany (highlighted in pale purple 
on the graph) with the others being Palma de Mallorca, 
Zurich, Vienna and Milan LIN. Apart from Berlin, the only 
airports in the top 15 showing capacity growth this 
summer are Milan LIN (+11%) and Cologne Bonn (+9%).  

Among the airline’s top 15 airports it accounts for more 
than 10% of capacity at six of them. Only one of these, 
Palma de Mallorca, is not in Germany. airberlin is the 
dominant carrier at Berlin TXL with 47% of scheduled 
seat capacity. However, if we also take into account 
Berlin SXF, where Ryanair and easyJet have a major 
presence, the airline’s share of Berlin airport capacity 

falls to 32%. This is just a few percentage points higher 
than the 28% share of seats it accounts for at Düsseldorf. 

Nuremberg used to be a major hub for airberlin and as 
recently as 2012 the airline accounted for over 50% of 
seat capacity at the airport. By 2016 this had fallen to 
27% with this year’s share expected to be around 15%. 
Looking in closer detail at July capacity figures for some 

of the smaller German airports reveals that airberlin 
accounts for 61% of seats at Sylt, 38% of seats at 
Paderborn Lippstadt (with NIKI serving Palma de 
Mallorca) and 33% of seats at Saarbrücken (with 
airberlin operating up to three daily flights to Berlin TXL). 
Managers at these smaller airports will be following 
developments around airberlin with particular interest. 

airberlin has around 30% of capacity in Berlin and Düsseldorf as  
passenger numbers fall 24% in July 

World Routes in Barcelona: fare comparison from various UK and 
major European cities - LCCs versus flag-carriers 
The world’s airline and airport route planners will shortly 
be meeting up in Barcelona for World Routes, which 
runs from 23 to 26 September. Among European airports 
Barcelona is one of the best connected to other 
destinations in Europe. According to FlightGlobal 
schedules data the airport has non-stop flights in 
September to 158 other destinations in Europe. Only 
three airports are better connected; London STN with 
173 European routes, Munich with 170 and Amsterdam 
with 162. Of Barcelona’s 158 European routes, 98 are 
served with at least seven weekly flights (which is not 
the same thing as daily flights).  

LCCs dominate in Barcelona 

The leading carriers for European services are Vueling 
(111 routes), Ryanair (41), Norwegian (25), easyJet (16), 
Wizz Air (14) and Eurowings/germanwings (10). 
Competition is quite high with 82 of the 158 routes being 
served by at least two carriers. Three carriers compete 
on 33 routes, four carriers compete on 10 routes while 
three routes (London LGW, Manchester and Warsaw 
WAW) offer a choice of five carriers. From London LGW, 

there are daily flights with British Airways, easyJet, 
Norwegian and Vueling, with Monarch Airlines offering 
five weekly flights. In Manchester, passengers can 
choose from Monarch, Ryanair and Vueling for daily 
service with Jet2.com and Norwegian also offering flights 
on certain days of the week. In Warsaw WAW, the 
choices are LOT Polish Airlines, Norwegian, Travel 
Service Polska, Vueling and Wizz Air, though only LOT 
offers daily flights.  

Return fares compared 

The ANKER Report thought it might be interesting to see 
how much it would cost to book a return flight departing 
from various European airports on Friday 22 September 
and returning on the afternoon/evening of Tuesday 26 
September. Fare data was collected on Thursday 14 
September. Where there were multiple flights the latest 
flight on each day was chosen, maximising time in the 
office on the Friday and time at the event on Tuesday. 
One piece of hold baggage (up to 20kg) was specified. 
No seat selection, priority boarding or flexibility options 
were selected. 

easyJet, Ryanair and Vueling lead way 

From the UK return fares varied between £140 and over 
£500. It should be noted that for British Airways, if the 
outbound flight is changed to 06:15 on the Saturday 
morning (23/9) the return fare falls to just £232. Ryanair 
flights from Birmingham on 22/9 were already sold out. 
For flights departing on 23/9 the basic fare for the 09:50 
departure was £186 while the 17:55 departure could be 
purchased for just £20! Now that’s what I call revenue 
management. 

From mainland Europe six cities were selected, each 
served by Vueling and at least one other carrier. This 
time the return fares are in Euros and, as might be 
expected, easyJet, Ryanair and Vueling were cheaper 
than the flag-carriers on their routes. From Rome, 
Ryanair and Vueling’s fares were less than half of those 
of Alitalia, while Vueling’s Paris Orly fare was around half 
that of Air France from Paris CDG. On the longest sector 
to Copenhagen, where only Norwegian and Vueling 
operate daily flights, Vueling was cheaper than its Nordic 
rival. 
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Country Sources: Individual airports, airport authorities, government statistics and ACI Europe. (YTD: Year to date) 

Albania July: Tirana pax +31.2% to 293,064. YTD pax +24.1% to 1.41m. 

Austria 

July: Graz pax -8.2% to 95,726; Linz pax -15.6% to 44,185; Klagenfurt pax -0.3% to 21,841. 
YTD: Graz pax +0.9% to 556k; Linz pax -8.7% to 228k, Klagenfurt pax -0.6% to 123k. 
August: Vienna pax +4.0% to 2.49m, O&D pax +4.7%, transfer pax +2.9%, flights +0.3%. Salzburg pax +11.5% to 156k. 
YTD: Vienna pax +6.1% to 16.25m, O&D pax +6.2%, transfer pax +5.8%, flights -0.8%. Salzburg pax +10.6% to 1.39m. 

Belgium 

July: Brussels CRL pax +10.8% to 799k; Ostend pax +31.6% to 49,892; Liege pax -10.3% to 31,327. 
YTD: Brussels CRL pax +4.4% to 4.39m; Ostend pax -33.2% to 190k, Liege pax -64.2% to 104k. 
August: Brussels BRU pax +7.6 to 2.49m, transfer pax +3.2%, flights +2.3% 
YTD: Brussels BRU pax +18.0% to 16.61m, transfer pax +12.5%, flights +10.1%. 

Bosnia &  
Herzegovina 

July: Sarajevo pax +28.3% to 140k.  
YTD: Sarajevo pax +12.3% to 524k. 

Bulgaria 
August: Bourgas pax +1.8% to 864k; Sofia pax +33.0% to 616k; Varna pax +9.8% to 444k. All airports pax +12.1% to 1.92m.  
YTD: Sofia pax + 40.9% to 4.36m; Bourgas pax +3.3% to 2.48m; Varna pax +12.0% to 1.46m. 

Croatia 

August: Top 5 airports pax +15.7% to 1.64m. 
August: Split pax +22.0% to 594k; Dubrovnik pax +16.5% to 440k; Zagreb pax +13.3% to 348k; Pula pax +23.9% to 139k; Zadar pax +21.0% to 123k.  
YTD: Top 5 airports pax +18.7% to 6.79m. 
YTD: Split pax +23.6% to 2.12m; Zagreb pax +10.6% to 2.04m; Dubrovnik pax +17.9% to 1.70m; Pula pax +31.4% to 451k; Zadar pax +17.1% to 444k. All  

Cyprus 
July: Larnaca pax +12.6% to 1.06m; Paphos pax +8.4% to 317k. 
YTD: Larnaca pax +20.0% to 4.19m; Paphos pax +6.4% to 1.37m. 

Denmark 
August: Copenhagen pax +1.0% to 2.78m; domestic -7.6%, Europe +0.8%, intercontinental +6.2%. London -10%, Olso +7%, Stockholm -3%. 
August: Billund pax +6.9% to 347k; Aalborg pax -1.1% to 128k; Aarhus pax -3.9% to 26,292. All Danish airports combined pax +1.5% to 3.28 million. 
YTD: Copenhagen pax +1.9% to 19.81m; domestic -5.5%, Europe +1.7%, intercontinental +7%. London -5%, Oslo +3%, Stockholm -4% 

Finland 

August: All airports pax +9.7% to 1.96 million. Domestic -1.5%, international +12.6%. Helsinki +11.1% to 1.72 million.  
YTD: All airports pax +8.3% to 14.86 million. Domestic +0.9% to 3.51 million, international +10.8% to 11.35 million. Helsinki +9.2% to 12.53 million. 
Oulu Airport re-opened on 1 August having been shut for major runway, taxiways and apron works since 26 June. During this period flights operated from 
Kemi-Tornio Airport. 

France 
August: Bordeaux pax +12.2% to 642,000. International traffic +17.2%, domestic +4.1% (Corsica +23%). easyJet +12%, Volotea +30%, Ryanair +29%. 
August: Paris CDG pax +5.0% to 6.86m; Paris ORY pax +1.0% to 2.98m. Toulouse pax +23.1% to 793k, domestic +2.1%, international +38.6%. 
YTD: Paris CDG pax +5.2% to 46.65m; Paris ORY pax +3.7% to 21.70m. Toulouse pax 16.8% to 6.13m, domestic +3.4%, international +33.7%. 

Georgia August: Kutaisi pax +66.5% to 50,170. 

Germany 
August: Frankfurt pax +5.0% to 6.29m; Munich pax +5.5% to 4.21m; Hannover pax +12.4% to 617k; Memmingen pax +9.2% to 115k.  
YTD: Frankurt pax +4.5% to 42.64m; Munich pax +6.3% to 29.71m; Hannover pax +7.7% to 3.84m; Memmingen pax +15.8% to 738k.  

Greece 
August: Athens pax +7.5% to 2.54m, international pax +9.8%, domestic pax +3.2%. 
YTD: Athens pax +8.1% to 14.51m, international pax +11.8%, domestic pas +1.6%. 

Hungary 
August: Budapest pax +15.7% to 1.33 million. YTD: Pax +14.7% to 8.63m. Has registered growth of between 12% and 18% for every month in 2017. 
August: Debrecen pax +15.0% to 38,060. 

Iceland August: Reykjavik/Keflavik pax +20.9% to 1.08m. YTD: Pax +32.5% to 5.95m. Growth has been above 20% every month this year. 

Ireland 
August: Dublin pax +6.5% to 3.07m; Cork pax +7.2% to 270k; Knock pax -4.3% to 88,850. 
YTD (August): Dublin pax +6.2% to 20.01m; Cork pax +3.0% to 1.60m; Knock pax +2.7% to 520k. 

Kosovo July: Pristina pax +12.0% to 234k. YTD: Pristina pax +5.8% to 1.06m. 

Lithuania August: Vilnius pax -62.8% to 142k (due to runway maintenance works). YTD: Vilnius pax -9.8% to 228k. 

Luxembourg July: Luxembourg pax +19.5% to 356k. YTD: Luxembourg Pax +18.6% to 1.99m. 

Macedonia July: Skopje pax +16.2% to 202k. YTD: Skopje pax +7.7% to 1.01m. 

Malta August: Malta pax +14.8% to 694k. YTD: Malta pax +18.5% to 4.01m.  

Moldova July: Chisinau pax +34.8% to 334k. YTD: Chisinau pax +27.5% to 1.54m. 

Montenegro July: Tivat pax +13.6% to 249k; Podgorica pax +18.5% to 146k. YTD: Tivat pax +18.6% to 606k; Podgorica pax +22.2% to 564k.  

Netherlands 
August: Amsterdam pax +6.0% to 6.80m; O&D pax +8.5%; transfer pax +1.6%; Europe pax +7.3%; intercontinental pax +3.0%; flights +2.5%. 
YTD: Amsterdam pax +7.8% to 45.83m; O&D pax +8.9%; transfer pax +5.9%; Europe pax +7.8%; intercontinental pax +7.8%; flights +4.2%. 
August: Groningen pax +26.8% to 27,491.  

Norway 

August: All airports, pax +2.8% to 5.13m. Domestic traffic +3.1% to 2.66m, international traffic +2.6% to 2.36m. 
YTD: All airports, pax +2.4% to 37.24m. Domestic traffic +2.9% to 20.48m, international traffic +2.0% to 15.93m. 
Top 5 airports: Oslo OSL +7.0% to 2.56m, Bergen +4.4% to 582k, Trondheim +0.0% to 385k, Stavanger –0.8% to 372k, Oslo TRF +44.3% to 193k. 
YTD: Oslo OSL +7.6% to 18.45m, Bergen +2.1% to 4.07m, Trondheim +0.4% to 2.92m, Stavanger -0.9% to 2.76m, Oslo TRF +39.6% to 1.31m. 

Poland 

August: Warsaw WAW pax +24% to 1.7m; Katowice pax +23.9% to 546k; Krakow pax +8.9% to 542k; Wroclaw pax + 21.8% to 306k; Poznan pax +5.0% to 223k; 
Rzeszow pax +10.7% to 71,709; Lublin pax +15.0% to 46,416; Bydgoszcz pax -6.8% to 33,414; Lodz pax -24.4% to 16,105. 
YTD: Warsaw WAW pax +25% to 10.4m; Krakow +14.9% to 3.79m; Katowice pax +20.0% to 2.65m; Wroclaw pax +19.5% to 1.92m; Poznan pax +2.3% to 1.21m;  
Rzeszow pax +4.7% to 468k; Lublin pax +5.4% to 273k; Bydgoszcz pax -6.6% to 218k; Lodz pax -10.2% to 145k. 

Portugal 
July: Lisbon pax +17.2% to 2.71m; Faro pax +12.0% to 1.19m; Porto pax +14.6% to 1.07m; Funchal pax +5.9% to 317k; Ponta Delgada pax +28.1% to 225k. 
YTD: Lisbon pax +21.3% to 14.85m; Porto pax +17.8% to 6.09m; Faro pax +16.8% to 4.96m; Funchal pax +10.4% to 1.87m; Ponta Delgada pax +23.5% to 1.05m. 

Romania 

July: Bucharest pax +16.7% to 1.28m; Cluj-Napoca pax +45.3% to 285k; Timisoara pax +58.5% to 161k; Iasi pax +22.7% to 118k; Sibiu pax +47.0% to 52,843; 
Bacau pax +2.5% to 43,122. August: Suceava pax +256.8% to 34,459. 
YTD (July): Bucharest pax +19.7% to 7.20m; Cluj-Napoca pax +59.9% to 1.52m; Timisoara pax +62.0% to 925k; Iasi pax +44.3% to 630k; Bacau pax +13.5% to 
298k; Sibiu pax +53.0% to 297k. YTD (August): Suceava pax +688.6% to 165k. 

Latest European airport traffic statistics 
Data published here has been made public between 4 and 17 September. Data for other European airports will appear in the next issue of The ANKER Report. 
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Country Sources: Individual airports, airport authorities, government statistics and ACI Europe. (YTD: Year to date) 

Russia 
July: Moscow SVO pax +22.9% to 4.22m; Moscow DME pax +5.8% to 3.51m; Sochi/Adler pax -3.0% to 766k; Ekaterinburg +25.7% to 630k; Novosibirsk pax 
+16.8% to 553k. 
August: St. Petersburg pax +21.2% to 1.88m. YTD pax +24.3% to 10.94m. 

Slovakia 
July: Bratislava pax +18.4% to 304k. YTD: Pax +6.8% to 1.04m. 
August: Kosice pax +19.1% to 80,271. YTD: Pax +14.6% to 346k. 

Slovenia August: Ljubljana pax +18.9% to 196k. YTD: Pax +20.6% to 1.12m 

Spain 

August: All airports pax +6.2% to 27.43m, flights +3.3% to 222k.  
August (pax) for top 5: Madrid +3.3% to 4.95m, Barcelona +5.2% to 4.94m, Palma de Mallorca +4.9% to 4.18m, Malaga +11.3% to 2.17m, Alicante +11.7% to 
1.62m. Other notable (>20%): El Hierro +37.9%, Santander +26.2%, Granada +25.6% and Reus +22.3%. 
YTD (August): All airports pax  +8.3% to 168.35m, flights +5.5% to 1.46m.  
YTD (August top 5): Madrid +6.3% to 35.42m, Barcelona +7.9% to 32.08m, Palma de Mallorca +6.3% to 19.70m, Malaga +12.8% to 12.76m, Alicante +13.2% to 
9.45m. Other notable (>15%): Reus +25.2%, Santander +18.3%, El Hierro +17.9%, Girona +15.9% and La Palma +15.8%. 

Sweden 
August: All airports +7.8% to 4.26m. Stockholm ARN pax +9.0% to 2.50m; Gothenburg pax +9.0% to 636k; Stockholm NYO pax +9.0% to 227k; Malmo pax -2.7% 
to 187k; Stockholm BMA pax +2.7% to 186k. 

Switzerland 
August: Zurich pax +4.9% to 2.94m; O&D pax +5.1%; transfer pax +4.4%; flights -1.4%. 
August: Geneva pax +4.1% to 1.58m. YTD: pax +5.3% to 12.03m. 

Turkey 
August: All airports pax +16.4% to 21.61m. Istanbul IST pax +9.8% to 6.57m; Istanbul SAW pax +3.8% to 3.07m; Antalya pax +55.7% to 4.22m. 
YTD: All airports pax +9.2% to 126.92m. Istanbul IST pax +3% to 41.65m; Istanbul SAW pax +4% to 20.53m; Antalya pax +42% to 17.68m. 

UK 

August: London LHR pax +1.9% to 7.48m (Europe +2.1%, N America +0.6%, Asia/Pacific -0,6%, Mid East +7.1%, domestic +6.3%), flights -0.1%. 
August: London LGW pax +2.1% to 4.91m (Europe scheduled +0.8%, domestic +0.8%, N Atlantic +10.0%, Other long-haul +12.2%, Ireland +2.9%), flights +0.4%. 
August: Manchester pax +7.8% to 3.17m; London STN pax +9.9% to 2.74m; Edinburgh pax +8.3% to 1.40m; Glasgow GLA pax +6.9% to 1.01m. 
YTD: London LHR +3.2% to 52.14m (Europe +2.6%, N America +1.1%, Asia/Pacific +4.0%, Mid East +11.2%, domestic +3.5%), flights -0.2%. 
YTD: Manchester pax +10.9% to 18.97m; London STN pax +6.7% to 17.46m; Edinburgh pax +8.8% to 9.04m; Glasgow GLA pax +7.1% to 6.69m. 

Latest European airport traffic statistics (continued) 
Data published here has been made public between 4 and 17 September. Data for other European airports will appear in the next issue of The ANKER Report. 

As of Friday 15 September, just over 200 of Europe’s 
airports had revealed their traffic figures for August. Not 
surprisingly, those with the highest percentage growth 
are typically smaller airports. Out of the 15 fastest-
growing measured this way, just three handled more 
than one million passengers in 2016 - Antalya (18.74m), 
Oslo TRF (1.46m) and Konya (1.09m).  

Two airports, Isparta in Turkey and Tuzla in Bosnia & 
Herzegovina, have seen traffic more than double 
compared with August 2016. For the Turkish airport this 
appears to be a one-off performance based on a low 

figure for August 2016. For Tuzla it is the fifth month in a 
row that traffic has grown by more than 75%. The driver 
of this growth is Wizz Air, which has now stationed a 
second A320 at the airport and has grown its network 
there from eight to 16 destinations. Since last summer 
the ULCC has added service to Berlin SXF, Bratislava, 
Cologne Bonn, Friedrichshafen, London LTN, Nuremberg 
and Växjö (which interestingly also appears in the top 
15).  

Skellefteå’s growth of 78% is actually lower than it 
achieved in July (+125.3%) and June (+96.5%). The driver 

here has been Norwegian’s decision to launch up to 
three daily flights to Stockholm ARN at the beginning of 
the S17 season.  

Kutaisi is another airport that has benefited from Wizz 
Air’s network strategy. It became the airline’s 24th base 
last September when several new routes were added. 

Of the top 15 airports for growth in August (so far) seven 
are in Turkey, with many airports now recovering from 
last year’s downturn in traffic. Oslo TRF has benefited 
from the closure last October of Oslo RYG which has 
been blamed on the Norwegian air travel tax. 
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Aer Lingus made Miami its latest US destination from 1 
September with 3-weekly flights using A330s. Miami 
becomes the airline’s 10th US destination from Dublin 
and second in Florida after Orlando. In addition, the 
oneworld carrier also serves Boston, Chicago, Hartford, 
Los Angeles, Newark, New York JFK, San Francisco and 
Washington. Hartford was launched in September 2016 
while Newark was restarted the same months after a 
gap of 15 years. San Francisco service was resumed in 
April 2014 after a five-year hiatus. 

Air Canada is resuming two European routes from 
Vancouver. Starting next June, the Star Alliance carrier 
will once again be offering non-stop flights to Paris CDG 
(4-weekly) and Zurich (3-weekly) using its 787 fleet. It 
will continue to offer non-stop flights to Dublin (3-
weekly), Frankfurt (daily) and has increased London LHR 
flights from daily to 2-daily. Although the number of LHR 
flights has doubled, capacity will increase by only 32% as 
the airline will operate with 297-seat 787-9s instead of 
450 seats 777s. Interestingly, the 3-weekly London LGW 
service which was launched by Air Canada Rouge in June 
2017 with 767s does not appear to be operating in S18 
meaning that London capacity from Vancouver is 
virtually unchanged. Overall Air Canada’s European 
flights from Vancouver will increase by 55% from 20 to 
31 but capacity will grow by a more modest 29% 
according to analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data. 

Air Europa is launching a third non-stop service to Brazil 
from its Madrid hub. On 20 December the SkyTeam 
member will begin 2-weekly service to Recife using A330
-200s. It already serves Sao Paulo GRU (daily) and 
Salvador (2-weekly). TAP Portugal already links Recife to 
Lisbon (up to 10-weekly in 2017) while Condor has a 
weekly service from Frankfurt and Meridiana a weekly 
service from Milan MXP. Condor will also add a weekly 
service from Munich from 7 November using 767-300s. 

Air India commenced 3-weekly non-stop service from 
Delhi to Copenhagen on 16 September using 787-8s. 
This summer the Indian flag-carrier flew non-stop from 
Delhi to nine European destinations; Birmingham, 
Frankfurt, London LHR, Madrid (launched in December 
2016), Milan MXP, Paris CDG, Rome FCO, Stockholm 
ARN (launched on 15 August this year) and Vienna 
(launched in April 2016). It also served London LHR from 
Ahmedabad and Mumbai. 

bmi regional will introduce its third German domestic 
route on 29 October when the carrier commences 6-
weekly flights between Stuttgart and Rostock using ERJ-
145s. The UK-based carrier already serves Rostock from 
Munich (13-weekly) and also connects the Bavarian 
capital with Saarbrücken (12-weekly). 

British Airways is expanding its North American network 
from London LGW next summer with the resumption of 
flights to Las Vegas (which it already serves 11-weekly 
from London LHR) and Toronto YYZ. The Canadian city is 
already served from LGW by Air Canada Rouge, Air 
Transat and WestJet. The UK flag-carrier’s US network 
from LGW in S17 comprised Fort Lauderdale, New York 
JFK, Oakland, Orlando and Tampa with Oakland services 
having started on 28 March 2017. 

Cathay Pacific Airways will add three new European 
destinations to its network next summer with the 
introduction of non-stop flights from Hong Kong to 
Brussels, Copenhagen and Dublin. All will be flown using 
the oneworld carrier’s new A350-900s. The airline served 
12 destinations in Europe non-stop in S17; Amsterdam, 
Barcelona (launched on 2 July 2017), Paris CDG, 
Düsseldorf, Frankfurt, London LGW, London LHR, 
Madrid, Manchester, Milan MXP, Rome FCO and Zurich. 

Cobalt plans to add Frankfurt and London LGW to its 
Larnaca network from the start of the W17/18 season. 
The German hub will be served 2-weekly, while the UK 
airport will get 5-weekly flights. Condor and Lufthansa 
will provide competition on the Frankfurt route. easyJet 
and Thomson Airways already provide direct flights from 
London LGW to Larnaca. In addition, British Airways will 
fly daily from London LHR this winter, Blue Air and 
Thomson Airways fly from London LTN while Cobalt and 
Thomson Airways offer flights from London STN. 

Finnair has announced that Nanjing will be its next 

destination in China with 3-weekly flights starting on 13 
May 2018. The oneworld carrier already serves Beijing, 
Chengdu, Chongqing, Shanghai PVG and Xi’an non-stop 
from Helsinki, as well as Hong Kong. It will also resume 
flights to both Lisbon (1 June) and Stuttgart (23 April) 
next summer. More imminently, Finnair is launching 
winter only service to Goa in India (1 November), 
Havana in Cuba (1 December) and Puerto Vallarta in 
Mexico (1 November). 

Hainan Airlines has on 15 September introduced 2-
weekly flights to Belgrade from Beijing. The A330-300 
service operates via the airline’s existing Prague route. A 
3-weekly non-stop service from Shanghai PVG to Tel 
Aviv began on 12 September using 787-9s. 

HOP! on 4 September began 6-weekly service between 
Lyon and Nuremberg using ERJ-145s. This brings to nine 
the number of international destinations served by the 
Air France subsidiary from Lyon, with the others being; 
Bologna, Brussels BRU, Florence, Gothenburg, Milan 
MXP, Prague, Rome FCO and Venice VCE.  

Icelandair began 2-weekly flights to Tampa in Florida on 
7 September, the airline’s second destination in the state 
(after Orlando), 12th in the US and 17th in North America 
(it serves five points in Canada). The carrier will also 
begin service to Berlin TXL from 3 November and will 
make Cleveland in Ohio a new US destination starting on 
16 May 2018. Cleveland has suddenly become popular 
with European carriers as fellow Icelandic carrier WOW 
air will also be starting services there in S18. Another 
new US destination for S18 is Dallas/Fort Worth. A 4-
weekly service will commence on 30 May increasing the 
airline’s North American network to 19 destinations in 
S18, with 14 in the USA and five in Canada. 

LOT Polish Airlines began 6-weekly service from Warsaw 
WAW to Gothenburg on 28 August using its CRJ 900s. 
The two cities are already connected by both Ryanair 
and Wizz Air. The Star Alliance carrier will also resume 
service to Berlin TXL from 4 December with the 
introduction of 12-weekly flights. 

Lufthansa has decided to end its daily connection to 
Doha from Frankurt. The service has been operating via 
Kuwait. The change is effective from the start of 
W17/18. The German airline becomes the second flag-
carrier to abandon the Qatar market after KLM ended 
non-stop flights to Doha from Amsterdam at the end of 
March 2017. That just leaves British Airways and Turkish 
Airlines as European flag-carriers still serving Qatar. 

Norwegian has added two more destinations to its US 
network from London LGW. Denver (started on 16 
September, 2-weekly) and Seattle-Tacoma (17 Septem-
ber, 4-weekly) will both be served by the carrier’s 787-
9s. Singapore will join the LGW network from 28 
September, Buenos Aires service is set to commence on 
14 February 2018, while two more US routes to Austin 
and Chicago ORD begin at the end of March. This winter 
Norwegian will serve over 30 destinations non-stop from 
LGW. However, this does not include Budapest and 
Larnaca, both of which have previously operated year-
round. 

Qantas will resume operating to the UK via Asia in S18. 
Singapore to London LHR flights begin on 25 March 2018 
and will be honoured with the airline’s QF001 and QF002 
flight numbers.  

Qatar Airways (see page 6) has confirmed the launch 
date for two more new European service. The Welsh 
capital of Cardiff will welcome daily 787-8 flights from 1 
May 2018 while Adana in Turkey will be connected to 
Doha with 3-weekly A320 flights from 6 November. 

Ryanair has added Aalborg in Denmark and Pardubice in 
the Czech Republic to its route network. Both destina-
tions are now served 3-weekly from the airline’s biggest 
base at London STN (see page 6). 

Ryanair will serve Munich for the first time this winter 
with the introduction of 2-daily flights from Dublin. On 5 
September Memmingen became the ULCCs 10th German 
base. New routes were launched from the Bavarian 
airport to Fez, Oradea, Seville, Stockholm NYO, 
Thessaloniki and Warsaw WMI (see page 4). 

Ryanair has also announced a significant expansion to its 
Frankfurt base. It will base 10 aircraft at the airport in 
S18 and will then be operating a total of 38 routes. The 
first four routes began at the end of March 2017, 17 
launched during the first week of September, three will 
begin at the end of October (Barcelona, Brindisi and 
Lisbon) with a further 14 commencing at the start of 
S18. These 14 recently announced routes are Agadir, 
Chania, Corfu, Girona, Kefalonia, Marseille, Murcia, 
Mykonos, Perpignan, Perugia, Pula, Rijeka, Santorini 
and Zadar. By country that makes five in Greece, three in 
Croatia, two each in France and Spain, and one each in 
Italy and Morocco. 

Ryanair during the first eight days of September 
launched a total of 29 new routes. Of these 17 were 
from Frankfurt, six from Memmingen, four from London 
STN, two from Eindhoven and a link between Berlin SXF 
and Billund. This adds up to 30 new routes, but that is 
because one of the routes was between London STN and 
Frankfurt and so gets counted twice. 

Ryanair will be moving all of its Venice TSF services to 
Venice VCE from 4 October to 18 October due to runway 
works. 

SkyWork Airlines has launched a 5-weekly service linking 
Basel with Vienna. Service began on 4 September and 
will be flown with the regional carrier’s Saab 2000s. 
Austrian Airlines already links the two airports with 13-
weekly flights using larger Q400s and E195s. 

Transavia (France) introduced 3-weekly service from 
Paris ORY to Beirut on 4 September. Air France and 
Middle East Airlines already operate from Paris CDG to 
Beirut (both 2-daily) while Aigle Azur already connects 
Paris ORY and Beirut with 4-weekly flights. During the 
course of the summer Transavia terminated service from 
Paris ORY to London LTN and Munich, while Verona 
flights are not bookable after 5 November. 

Turkish Airlines began 4-weekly flights from Antalya to 
Tel Aviv on 31 August. Local rival Pegasus Airlines 
already connects these two cities. 

United Airlines is adding four new seasonal services to 
Europe in S18. In May/June the Star Alliance carrier will 
connect New York EWR with Porto and Reykjavik KEF, 
San Francisco with Zurich, and Washington IAD with 
Edinburgh. All routes will operate daily until October 
using 757s, with the exception of the Zurich route, which 
be flown using 787-8s. In S17 United operated 73 flights 
per day across 56 routes between the US and Europe. 
New York had 24 routes, Washington 13, Chicago 10, 
Houston and San Francisco four each and a single route 
from Los Angeles (to London LHR). 

Wizz Air will station a second A320 in Wroclaw at the 
start of the S18 season and launch four new routes to 
Basel (3-weekly), Gothenburg (2-weekly), Kutaisi (2-
weekly) and Porto (2-weekly). It will also increase 
frequencies on existing routes to Iceland, London and 
Lviv. 

Wizz Air is growing in Morocco this winter with the 
addition of four new routes to Agadir from Budapest, 
Katowice, Vilnius and Wroclaw. The ULCC launched 
Agadir services from Warsaw WAW in June 2017. 

WOW air began 4-weekly flights to Tel Aviv from 
Reykjavik KEF on 12 September. S18 will see the 
addition of new routes to London STN, and five US 
airports – Cincinnati, Cleveland, Dallas/Fort Worth, 
Detroit and St. Louis (see page 6).  

Latest European route news 
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airport has continued to prosper. In 2016 Riga handled 
5.4 million passengers compared with just 0.63 million in 
2002, representing a more than eight-fold increase in 14 
years.  

The main driver of this phenomenal growth has been 
airBaltic, which has created something of a regional hub 
at the airport. Last year it accounted for well over half of 
the airport’s passengers operating a network of some 50 
routes. However, according to FlightGlobal schedules 
data, airBaltic’s seat capacity from Riga has been 
declining gradually since 2010, though 2017 should see 
an increase of around 15%. Ryanair, the second biggest 
carrier at the airport, has also seen little growth in recent 
years with its capacity peaking in 2011. However, Wizz 
Air, currently ranked third, has grown its presence 
significantly. The ULCC made Riga a base in June 2014 
and now operates to 11 destinations, with a 12th (Eilat/
Ovda) launching at the end of October. 

Vilnius not hampered by lack of flag-carrier 

The Lithuanian capital has seen an impressive 500% 
growth in traffic between 2002 and 2016 from 0.64 
million passengers to 3.8 million. However, it has 
suffered its share of local airline failures. FlyLAL 
Lithuanian Airlines ceased operations in 2009, resulting 
in the airport handling just 1.3 million passengers that 
year. However, since then traffic has virtually trebled. 
During this period another local carrier, Air Lituanica, 
launched operations in June 2013 before terminating 
flights on 22 May 2015. 

Last year, Wizz Air and Ryanair accounted for around 
half of all scheduled seat capacity at the airport, 
followed by airBaltic, SAS and Lufthansa. Wizz Air made 
Vilnius a base in April 2011 and serves over 20 destina-
tions from the airport. For Ryanair, Vilnius became base 
#82 in October 2016, though it had been serving the city 
since May 2011. This year, according to FlightGlobal 

schedules data, the Irish carrier has served 20 destina-
tions from Vilnius, with London STN and Oslo OSL being 
the two most flown routes. The airport was closed for 
five weeks this summer for major runway reconstruction 
works with all flights relocating to Kaunas. 

Of the three biggest airports in our analysis, Budapest 
(+155%) and Warsaw WAW (160%) have seen surprising-
ly similar growth while Prague has seen traffic more than 
double (+108%) since 2002. Ljubljana is the only airport 
here that has not seen traffic at least double since 2002. 
Demand for flights from the Slovenian airport has risen 
by just 61%. 

Bulgaria and Croatia’s beach airports 

Among these 11 countries, two (Bulgaria and Croatia) 
have major airports serving leisure destinations located 
close to the sea. In Croatia, Split has seen traffic treble 
since 2003 to 2.3 million passengers, while Dubrovnik 
and Pula have also seen passenger numbers grow by 
around 200%. Zadar has seen the most dramatic 
improvement from just 70,000 in 2003 to over 520,000 
in 2016. 

In Bulgaria, the country’s two main airports serving the 
Black Sea resorts have actually grown less quickly than 
the airport serving the capital. Between 2003 and 2016 
Sofia saw demand growth of 273% (from 1.34 million to 
4.98 million) while Bourgas has reported an increase in 
traffic of 181% during the same period, from 1.03 million 
to 2.88 million. Varna only grew its traffic 42% from 1.19 
million in 2003 to 1.69 million last year. Coincidentally, 
all three Bulgarian airports grew by between 21% and 
22% in 2016. In 2017 it is again the growth of Sofia, 
rather than Bourgas or Varna, that is driving the 
country’s air traffic growth. The usual suspects, Wizz Air 
and Ryanair, are again the main drivers of traffic growth 
in Sofia, with Ryanair having made the airport a base in 
September 2016, having only started flights to the 
Bulgarian capital in April 2016, from Pisa and London 
STN. 

Wizz Air and Ryanair dominate the region 

Analysing schedule data for 2017 for all airports in the 11 
countries being examined, the dominance of Wizz Air 
and Ryanair is clear to see. While overall airline seat 
capacity is up 16% compared with 2016, both ULCCs 
have grown faster than average. Wizz Air capacity is up 
21% with Ryanair growing by 25%. Their share of the 
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total market has therefore grown from 34% in 2016 to 36% 
in 2017. 

Both carriers are well ahead of LOT Polish Airlines, the 
leading legacy airline in the region. The Star Alliance 
carrier has increased its seat capacity this year by 30%, 
partly as a result of some significant network growth 
including new long-haul routes to the US (Los Angeles and 
Newark). 

Romania’s Blue Air is the fastest-growing carrier in the 
region in percentage terms, growing its capacity by 60% in 
the last year. As a result, it has jumped four places, from 
tenth to sixth in these rankings. Several other LCCs 
(easyJet, Eurowings and SmartWings) also grew regional 
capacity by more than 20%. Among the top 16 carriers 
only Norwegian and TAROM are currently showing a 

reduction in capacity for 2017 based on analysis of 
FlightGlobal schedules data. 

Given the history of the region it is maybe surprising that 
Aeroflot ranks only 16th (just ahead of SAS and British 
Airways) in this analysis. The Russian flag-carrier has grown 
its capacity in the region by 8% during the last year. 

More growth in 2017 

Looking at the latest available traffic data for 2017 reveals 
that nine of the 11 capital city airports have registered 
double-digit growth in the first seven months of 2017, with 
Sofia (+42%) leading the way, ahead of Warsaw WAW 
(+25%), Ljubljana (+21%) and Prague (+20%). 

Only Bratislava (+7%) and Vilnius (virtually unchanged) 
have missed out with Vilnius having a good excuse in that 

it was closed for half of July for major runway renovations. 
If we only look at Vilnius for the first six months of 2017 
then its growth is also above 10%, at almost 13%. 

UK needs to sort things out quickly 

While the future for the UK may be uncertain, it is worth 
remembering that Iceland, Switzerland and Norway are 
not members of the EU. However, Iceland and Norway are 
both signatories of the European Common Aviation Area 
(ECAA) agreement, while Switzerland has its own 
agreement with the EU, which came into effect on 1 June 
2002. With the planning lead times required by airlines, 
they will want to have S19 on sale by the end of S18. For 
airlines serving the UK from the rest of the EU, or more 
precisely the ECAA, the hope will be that Brexit negotiators 
will make this a major priority. 


